Motorcycle engine diagram

It actually looks like a bowl of spaghetti â€” like if you unwound it and made it a straight line it
would go from here to the moon. I want to take motorcycle wiring and give you the motorcycle
wiring simplified version. I am not denying that those stock diagrams are not complex. They
include the proper routing and connections for every possible accessory â€” turn signals,
horns, etc. Some of us though are DIY-ers. Put another way, what if you want to run a basic
diagram or are building a stripped down cafe-racer or scrambler? You may not have turn
signals or maybe you just need an absolutely basic setup in order to test fire your newly rebuilt
motorcycle out â€” just the basic set of wiring and connections necessary to fire up your prized
possession to see how it runs. That is what this post is about. You can actually wire things up
from scratch in about half an hour and be ready to give the bike a kick and listen. In a prior post,
I go into 10 amazing pieces of advice for how to do your wiring right. Again, this post is about
what it really takes just to get that engine running. My current harness is actually drawn on a
piece of graph paper my wife gave me, but what was the initial basis for that diagram. It was the
two drawing below. I like these the most, because they are clear and easy to read â€” plus the
Homer Simpson looking character on the first one. Together, these two will get you wired up
and ready to go in under an hour. If you enjoyed this Motorcycle Wiring Simplified post, please
like or share on Facebook , tweet on Twitter , or like on Instagram. It is a one-stop shop for all
your DIY motorcycle repair information needs. Christopher was born in a small-town NY and,
over the years, owned a couple dozen different motorcycles, ranging from cruiser to enduro,
Japanese to American. He started HappyWrench in as he wanted to share his passion for
motorcycles with other people. Spread the love. How to Change Your Motorcycle Battery. May
29, 0. February 28, 0. February 22, 0. April 25, 0. About The Author Christopher. They consist of
pistons, a cylinder block and a head, which contains the valve train. The pistons move up and
down in the cylinder block, driven by explosions of a fuel-air mixture that has been ignited by a
spark. Valves open and close to allow the fuel-air mixture to enter the combustion chamber. As
the pistons move up and down, they turn a crankshaft, which transforms the energy from the
pistons into rotary motion. The rotational force of the crankshaft is transmitted, via the
transmission , to the rear wheel of the motorcycle. Motorcycle engines are generally classified
by one of three characteristics: the number of cylinders they possess, the capacity of their
combustion chambers or the number of strokes in their power cycles. Motorcycle engines can
have between one and six cylinders. For years, the V-twin design was the engine of choice for
motorcycle engineers in America, Europe and Japan. The V-twin gets its name from the fact that
the two cylinders form a V shape, such as the classic Harley-Davidson V-twin shown below.
Notice the degree angle in the Harley-Davidson V-twin -- other manufacturers may vary this
angle to reduce vibration. The V-twin is just one way to accommodate two cylinders. When the
cylinders are oriented so that the pistons oppose each other, the result is an opposed-twin
design. Parallel-twin engines have their pistons placed side by side in an upright position.
Today, the most popular design is the four-cylinder, which runs more smoothly and at higher
revolutions per minute rpms than a comparable twin. The four cylinders can be placed in a row,
or they can be arranged in a V-shape configuration, with two cylinders on each side of the V.
The size of the combustion chamber in a motorcycle engine is directly related to its power
output. The upper limit is about cubic centimeters cc , while the lower limit is about 50 cc. The
latter engines are usually found on small motorcycles mopeds that offer miles-to-the-gallon fuel
economy but only reach top speeds of 30 to 35 miles per hour. Prev NEXT. Motorcycle Engine.
Photo courtesy Harley-Davidson Motor Company. If you have a motorbike and use it as your
usual mean of transport, you'll understand how important keeping good maintenance of your
bike is for your safety on the road. If you don't know the ins and outs of motorbike maintenance,
it's best to leave it in the hands of a professional. Yet you may want to get more involved or are
considering purchasing a bike for the first time. If this is the case, you may want to know some
general basics of the motorcycle engine so you don't sound like a complete noob. If you want to
quench your thirst for knowledge, and provide more of an insight into how your beloved
motorcycle works, read this informative oneHOWTO article on what are the different parts of a
motorbike engine and their functions. Like most non-electric cars, motorcycles are powered by
an internal combustion engine. This means that fuel usually gasoline or diesel is burned or
combusted to make the parts of the car move which propel it along. The cylinder head is an
engine part which is constructed of various materials, depending on the model: often cast iron
or aluminium alloy. The function of the cylinder head is to seal the top of the engine cylinders.
These engine cylinders are what form the combustion chamber. It is also referred to as an
engine head or the head. It is not only the combustion chamber , but shafts and valves are also
found here. In motorcycles the valves for the head tend to be side valve or overhead. Different
motorbikes have different head shapes, which often affect performance as some allow more
space for combustion than others. Aficionados have come to identify each type of head shape ,

as they can be pretty striking. The head will also be up on the front of the motorbike, something
which was not always the case. The first motorcycles developed were steam powered and had
the engine on the back. Problems with the cylinder heads means there is an integral problem
with the rest of the engine. It will also affect the processes which occur after combustion, such
as exhaust removal of smoke and fumes. This is one of the most common reason you see
problems with excess smoke coming from the exhaust. The engine of a motorcycle may have
up to six cylinders which are cast from iron. They need to be made from such a strong material
so they can be capable of withstanding very high temperatures. The purpose of the cylinders is
to provide a sealed space for the movement of the pistons. Commonly, the cylinders are
referred to as the engine block, and is also used as a way to measure the engine's power to
determine of the size of the cylinders. Single cylinder engines are one of the simplest
combustion engines out there. While they have their use, they also have certain drawbacks. A
single cylinder engine is cheap to run and shouldn't tax even the most amateur mechanic too
hard. They do not have very high speeds nor is their acceleration particularly good, but they
cool much quicker than most other engines. On of the inconveniences is the vibration and noise
which single cylinders emit. They can be uncomfortable to ride for this reason and can annoy
neighbors when operated at night. Twin cylinders are the most common type of motorbike
engine in the UK. Their types include the straight-twin, v-twin pictured below , flat-twin and
tandem-twin. The names represent the shape and position of the cylinders in the engine. The
different positions can affect performance as well as reduce vibration. The more cylinders the
motorbike has, the better the performance should be. This may be mitigated by the ability to
control bigger bikes. There are even V8 and V10 8 and 10 cylinder engines in a V-shape , but
these tend to look like something the Dark Knight might ride. The pistons drive the movements
of the connecting rod , moving up and down inside the cylinders. They can move up and down
only, so the connecting rod moves from left to right as the pistons rise and fall, transferring
energy to the drive train. Pistons are made from materials like cast iron, steel alloys with
aluminium or nickel and cast iron. Through the movement of the pistons, the energy of the
combustion of gases is transferred to the connecting rod. These pistons will move at
tremendous speeds and need to be in good nick as they can cause an accident if broken. Take a
look at how to know if your piston rings are bad for more information on the subject. The
connecting or piston rod, Meanwhile, is the link between the pistons and the crankshaft. While
the pistons move up and down, the rod is designed to convert this reciprocating motion into a
rotating motion. In other words, it converts the movement of the piston into the rotation of the
crankshaft. Normally, the material use for manufacturing the connecting or piston rod is steel,
aluminium or titanium. If there is a problem with the connecting rod , there could be big trouble.
Why does this happen? If you have rod bearing failure where the crankshaft wears out
prematurely , you will have to take all of the motorbike apart to reach the parts which need
replacing. It can be difficult to diagnose problems with the piston rod, so make sure to get
professional mechanical advice if you are unsure. The crankshaft is a shaft connects to the
connecting rod, which rotates and moves in coordination the pistons, as explained above. The
rotary motion of the crankshaft is what sets the motorcycle chain and ultimately the wheels of
the motorbike into motion. The special shapes of the crankshaft mean that the different pistons
move at different intervals. The timing of these intervals is very precise and if there is a
mis-timing, it can cause a lot of trouble. They will need to be controlled by this timing chain or
belt, although chains are most common. This is unlike cars which have made greater use of
timing belts since the 's. They produce a spark, which subsequently ignites the fuel-air mixture
in the engine cylinders. This is how the combustion engine converts chemical fuel energy into
kinetic energy. Spark plugs are easy to replace, but are very important as without them your
motorcycle won't be able to move. If the spark plug does not seem to be working, there may be
a problem with your battery, as you need electricity to make the spark plug spark and thereby
ignite the fuel. Some other important parts of your motorbike engine are the Engine valves.
They are important because they control the passage of air and fuel to and from the combustion
chamber as well as the gas that the combustion generates. Checking their condition will allow
you to monitor if the combustion process is happening correctly and efficiently. You should
also adjust engine valves regularly to avoid serious and costly problems. Fuel injection is
another way to help control fuel entering the combustion chamber. They are not common on
older models, but are being used with increasing frequency. Similarly, turbochargers are
becoming more prevalent, but mainly on racing bikes. These are not commonly used
motorcycle engine parts , but it is possible they will be in the future. As with a motorcar,
motorbike engines will become very hot when running for a certain length of time. This is due to
the fuel being burned for kinetic energy. Without cooling the engine, it can overheat which
either damages the engine, causes it to fault or makes it too hot to ride. There are two main

ways of cooling a motorcycle engine and they are:. Unlike the majority of cars, the engines of
many motorcycles are exposed to the air. The engine may have a system which uses the flow of
air which goes past the motorbike when in motion. The air is dispersed around the engine and
utilize different engine parts to help in this process. Rarely they might use a fan to help disperse
heat, but more commonly they'll use fins or other methods to guide the air. If a motorbike
engine uses an airflow system for cooling, it can lead to the engine overheating if the engine is
turned on while stationary. Like most cars , a motorcycle's engine may have a radiator to help
disperse heat and keep it cool. This requires liquid coolant which flows past the different engine
parts to prevent overheating. They are becoming more popular and may eventually be the
industry standard. They are particularly important on racing bikes which may use fairing a shell
placed over the engine. Fairings maintain aerodynamics, but they also prevent airflow from
reaching the engine. Some engines may use the oil it needs for operation as coolant. This is
efficient as it uses the oil system for two concurrent purposes. It is not as common, however.
While it may seem obvious, the battery is an important part of most motorcycles. This is
especially so with modern motorbikes. The reason is because they use electrics to power the
ignition system and other important parts such as the lights. How integrated electric and
mechanical parts are will depend on the individual bike. Some will have various added functions
which may need battery power to work. These are the basic parts at the heart of your motorbike
engine. To find out how to keep them in good condition, we recommend the following
oneHOWTO article on how to maintain your motorbike engine. Share on:. By Max. D Gray.
Updated: July 10, Image: en. There are two main ways of cooling a motorcycle engine and they
are: Air cooling system Unlike the majority of cars, the engines of many motorcycles are
exposed to the air. Liquid cooling system Like most cars , a motorcycle's engine may have a
radiator to help disperse heat and keep it cool. Write a comment. Hi there! Very valuable
information , actually I'm interested in learning about different kinds of engines. See 1 answer
Answer. The same basic rules and procedures apply, regardless of the type or size. Engines
have to be rebuilt for a variety of reasons. Some are redone to replace worn or damaged parts,
others are part of planned maintenance, and others simply need to be tuned or upgraded. As
with many jobs on a classic motorcycle, preparation is the key to a successful outcome. This
preparation must include having the workshop and motorcycle thoroughly clean especially the
external engine components. The sequencing for doing an engine rebuild is very important to
the ultimate success of the project. The following is typical of the order a professional mechanic
would perform the task. Some of the component parts fixed to a motorcycle with bolts and nuts
require a lot of torque to loosen or undo them; it is very important, therefore, to secure the bike
before attempting to undo items like this. Note: The mechanic must allow for the considerable
weight change when the engine is removed. If at all possible, the fluids should be left overnight
to drain to ensure as much as possible has been removed from the engine, etc. Note: The
individual fluids should be kept separate for environmental reasons dealers are liable to
substantial fines for not correctly handling waste fluids. For safety reasons, it is best to
disconnect the battery. It is very important to disconnect the ground lead first when removing or
disabling a battery and, conversely, it is equally important to connect the hot lead first when
refitting a battery. To gain access to many engines it is best to remove the fuel tank. If the bike
is likely to be off the road for some time a winter rebuild, for example , a fuel stabilizer should be
added to the fuel. On motorcycles with evaporative control systems, the vent lines should be
clearly labeled. The hardware nuts, bolts, clamps, springs, etc. For example, all of the header
pipe bolts screwed into the cylinder head should be backed off slightly rather than anyone bolt
removed before moving onto the next. Ideally, this will have been done during the fluid draining
process. If the carbs will not be refitted for some time again during a winter rebuild, for example
, they should be thoroughly cleaned and WD40 should be sprayed into the float chambers. They
should then be placed inside a sealable plastic bag. On chain driven motorcycles, the chain
must be removed to allow the engine to be removed. However, it is sometimes possible even
desirable to keep the chain assembled hard link type and remove the gearbox output sprocket.
Shaft drive systems differ in their attachment to the gearbox on most motorcycles. Eliminating
the cases at this point will help the mechanic to disassemble the engine later, as it is much
easier to loosen the bolts when the engine is in the frame. Note: It may be helpful to remove the
oil filter canister on some engines at this point. However, it is very important to use a special
clutch cage holding tool when backing off the nut. Due to the vulnerability of oil lines and their
fittings, it is good practice to remove them where fitted before attempting to remove the engine.
Note: The lines will often have a small amount of oil in them. However, if there is any doubt, the
mechanic should label the wires as required. Multi-pin plugs typically have a locating groove
which only allows the plug to be reattached to its appropriate opposite receptacle male to
female. To remove the engine, it is necessary to loosen then remove the engine mounting bolts

and associated plates. However, the mechanic must exercise caution during this process as the
engine will at some point drop under its own weight. Before the final bolts are removed, prepare
a suitable space on a nearby bench. In addition, the mechanic should enlist the help of another
person at this point for safety reasons. For most engine removal operations, a mechanic will
straddle the bike and lift the engine to one side first have the assistant balance the engine at
this point before coming to the side where the engine will be removed from. John Glimmerveen.
John Glimmerveen is a former competitive motorcycle racer. He later worked as a race
technician for several international race teams. Updated January 11, Prepare the workshop
motorcycle lift, containers for parts, receptacles for all associated fluids, etc. It may be helpful
to remove the oil filter canister on some engines Using special tools as necessary, remove the
clutch, crankshaft drive gear, alternator, stator, ignition plate, gear change lever, and associated
components, as appropriate Disconnect all oil lines Disconnect all electrical connections
Loosen all engine mounting bolts. Swapping Motorcycle Engines? Consider These Essential
Elements. History of LIFAN began in , the year the company was founded on the repair, and
later - and the production of motor vehicles. Rapidly developing, after a couple of years the
company mastered the production of automotive equipment, and in became the fifth largest
motorcycle manufacturer. Then the name Lifan Industry Group appeared. Annually more than 3
million motorcycles are produced, and in the production of engines for motorcycles, LIFAN is
one of the recognized world leaders, with a The LIFAN range of motor vehicles includes a full
range of models, from scooters and light all-purpose motorcycles to sportbikes, enduros
2005 volvo xc90 power steering pump
ford crown victoria motorcraft service manual download torrent
inner tie rod bushing chrysler 300m
and choppers. As well as it is necessary under our legislation, it is equipped by the engine in
volume of 49 sm3, capacity 3,3 hp. A 4-stroke air-cooled engine is started with both an electric
starter and a kick starter. The equipped weight of the scooter is 95 kg, the volume of the fuel
tank is 6 liters, fuel consumption: 2 liters per km. Due to its high ground clearance, wide toothy
wheels and low landing, this bike will be convenient on rough terrain. It is equipped with a cc 7.
As it is easy to guess from the designation, these models are equipped with more powerful and
cubature motors. At the first model capacity makes 12,6 hp. Comfortable landing, laconic
design, convenient trunk, excellent maneuverability - these are typical features of motorcycles
"for every day. Lifan cc parts list manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 1. Lifan Engine Parts
Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document Adobe Acrobat Document 2. Lifan K Start Engine Catalogue.
Adobe Acrobat Document 3. Lifan Speedfight Parts Manual.

